**Vanderlift™ Components**

A. Model Name  'Vanderlift™'

B. Four Point Floating Hanger Assembly  The 4 point self adjusting sling attachment hanger assembly is standard on Vancare lifts. A two point style is also available.

C. Safety Latch  Prevents the loop of the sling from accidentally coming off.

D. Actuator  Used to raise and lower the lift arm.

E. Emergency Manual Lowering Device  Used to manually lower the lift in the event of power failure.

F. Front Caster  Dual 3” Caster is hospital grade.

G. Rear Caster  The heavy-duty 4” Locking Caster is hospital grade.

H. Auxiliary Up/Down Switch  Used to raise/lower the lift in the event of hand control failure.

I. Base/Battery Box  Houses electronics for lift operation including the battery.

J. Charging Cord  Hospital grade charging cord plugs into a hospital grade receptacle or into a standard wall outlet to charge the on-board batteries.

K. Base Spread Handle  Used to open and close the legs of the lift.

L. Leg Spread Position Bracket  Secures legs in three locking positions when spreading the lift legs.

M. Handle Assembly  Handles used to maneuver the lift.

N. Hand Control  Magnetized control used to raise and lower the lift.

O. Emergency Stop Switch  Used to shut-off power to the lift.
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Made with Pride in the USA
You can trust Vancare

You can trust the Vanderlift™ to safely transfer those in your care, regardless of their range-of-motion limitations. Choose the model that best fits your needs:

- The Vanderlift 600
  with a 600 lbs. capacity (page 1)

- The Vanderlift 1000
  with a 1000 lbs. capacity (page 2)

- The Vanderlift 450
  with a 450 lbs. capacity (back cover)

All models have a proven track record of reducing back injuries common among nursing staff: minimizing lost work days, worker’s compensation claims, staff turnover, and liability insurance premiums.

The versatile Vanderlift™ Series Lift is the ultimate risk manager!

Whatever the transferring need - lifting a resident/patient from the floor or raising someone onto an elevated rehab table - the versatile Vanderlift™ Series Lift easily adapts. Even the largest and least ambulatory people can be transferred safely and comfortably.

Check out the features that make the Vanderlift™ the brand of choice

- Magnetized hand-held control secures anywhere on the lift

- Auxiliary up/down switch provides alternative means of raising or lowering the resident/patient. (In case of a power failure, the resident/patient can be safely lowered with an emergency manual lowering system.)

- Onboard charger assures trouble free operation. The Vanderlift™ is simply plugged into a hospital grade or standard wall outlet to charge.

- Light blue, White Hammertone™, or Vancare Purple™ finish offer years of chip-resistant, non-peeking wear.

- Compiles with all applicable federal and state regulations (i.e. OSHA, UL 2601-1.UL60601-1).

- Comes standard with self-adjusting floating four point sling attachment that offers ultimate comfort and security for the resident/patient.

World-class slings to meet your needs

Vancare’s sling/belt selection is world class. With several hundred models, sizes and material choices, Vancare can provide the perfect fit for your patients and your budget. Vancare also proudly produces top quality “Made in the USA” products. When your patient’s safety is at stake, you can trust a Vancare sling or belt.